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Abstract-In unstructured peer-to-peer systems, cooperation
by the intermediate peers are essential for the success of queries.
However, intermediate peers may choose to forward packets at a

low priority or not forward the packets at all, which is referred as

peers' hidden action. Hidden Action may lead to significant
decrement of search efficiency. In contrast to building a global
system with reputations or economics, we proposed MSSF, an

improved search method, to help queries route around the peers

with hidden action. MSSF does not need to check other peers'
behavior. It automatically adapts to change query routes
according to the previous query results. Simulation results show
that MSSF is more robust than Gnutella flooding when peers with
hidden action increase.

Index Terms-Hidden Action, Peer-to-Peer, Unstructured

I. INTRODUCTION

eer-to-Peer (P2P) systems provide a good substrate for
building large scale data sharing and content distribution

applications. The most popular P2P applications in today's
Internet, like Gnutella [1] and Kazaa [2], are unstructured. In
these systems, when a source peer needs to query an object, it
broadcasts a query to its neighbors. If a peer receiving the query

finds the TTL is not zero, it will forward the query to its
neighbors, and so forth. If the peer receiving the query can

provide the requested object, a response message will be sent
back to the source peer along the inverse of the query path.
Most Peer-to-Peer (P2P) file-sharing systems assume that all

peers are cooperating for the benefit of the community.
However, there is a significant portion of peers who leech
resources from the system without contributing any in return.
As a result, in unstructured P2P file-sharing systems,
intermediate peers may choose to forward packets at a low
priority or not forward the packets at all. We call this behavior
hidden action.

Hidden Action may lead to decrement of search efficiency.
The source peers can provide incentives, e.g., in the form of
payments, to encourage the intermediate peers to forward their
queries. However, the actions of the intermediate peers are
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often hidden from the source peers. In many cases, the source
peers can only observe whether or not the query is successful,
and cannot attribute failure to a specific peer on the path. Even
if some form ofmonitoring mechanism allows them to pinpoint
the location of the failure, they may still be unable to attribute
the cause of failure to either the deliberate action of the
intermediate peer, or to some external factors beyond the
control of the intermediate peer, such as network congestion,
channel interference, or data corruption.
Aiming at improving the search efficiency, we propose

MSSF. It is an efficient search mechanism using Multiple
Small-Scale Floods for each query instead of a flood with a
large TTL. The MSSF mechanism tries to route queries to the
honest nodes, which are not necessarily within a certain radius
from the source peer. We hope MSSF can overcome the
efficiency decrement caused by hidden action. We also hope
MSSF can perform better than traditional flooding based search
in a network where hidden action is rare.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses related work. Section 3 presents our implementation
of MSSF mechanism in details. In Section 4, the simulation
results are presented, followed by conclusions in Section 5.

II. RELATED WORK

The study of non-cooperative behavior in communication
networks, and the design of incentives, has received significant
attention. [3] considers the problem of malicious behavior,
where peers respond positively to route requests but then fail to
forward the actual packets. It proposes to mitigate it by
detection and report mechanisms that will essentially help to
route around the malicious peers. In order to mitigate selfish
behavior, some approaches [4, 5, 6] require reputation
exchange between peers, or simply first-hand observations [7].
Other approaches propose payment schemes [8] to encourage
cooperation. In contrast to building a global system with
reputations or economics that requires users to cooperate or
some central authorities, [9] proposes a simple alternative
solution. The amount of service a peer provides a neighbor is
related to the service it receives from that neighbor.

The problem of information asymmetry and hidden-action
(also known as moral hazard) is well studied in the economics
literature [10, 11, 12]. [10] identifies the problem of moral
hazard in production teams, and shows that it is impossible to
design a sharing rule which is efficient and budget-balanced.



[11] shows that this task is made possible when production
takes place sequentially, and [12] distinguishes between
strategic substitutes and complements, and shows that a
principal is better-off under sequential production of strategic
complements, but prefers simultaneous production of strategic
substitutes.

Many search schemes in unstructured P2P networks have
been proposed in the last few years. Ref. [13] presents a
thorough categorization and description ofmany approaches. A
non-forwarding search protocol, named GUESS, was presented
in [14]. The basic architecture of MSSF partly draws
inspiration from GUESS. Under the GUESS protocol, a query
is conducted by iteratively contacting different neighbors until
a number of objects are found. The querying source has full
control over query process, thus no network resource is wasted
to search for popular objects. However, to find rare objects, the
source peer must wait a long time to receive sufficient results.
To reduce the use of Gnutella flooding, Interest-Based Locality
[15] enables a peer to create shortcut links with those peers
serving it qualified results previously. Therefore, peers that are
not necessarily neighboring ones can communicate directly.
Our MSSF mechanism also draws inspiration from this idea.
However, Interest-Based Locality does not provide a
mechanism to focus query propagation beyond the first hop.

III. MULTIPLE SMALL SCALE FLOODS

To illustrate the basic ideas of our method, let us begin with a

Fig. 1. Current Search Method.
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Fig. 2. New Search Method.

simple example as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

Figure 1 illustrates the currently deployed search method in
unstructured P2P systems. Peer A initiate a query with TTL=3,
which means peers within three hops are supposed to receive
this query. In Figure 1, link AB, link BC, and link CD are

bidirectional. Therefore, D will receive the query with TTL=3
initiated by peer A.

In Figure 2, link BC does not exist. If peer A initiate a query

with TTL=3, then peer A may only receive a response from
peer B. Currently deployed search method allows peer B to
control peer A's access to the rest of the network. Therefore, if
peer B refuse to forward peer A's search query to peer C, then
peer A will never receive any response from peer C and peer D.
If peer A can develop a mechanism that can access peer C and
peer D without the help of peer B, then this problem will be

solved. In Figure 2, we demonstrate this idea. IfpeerA and peer
C develop a bidirectional link without changing current
network topology, then peer B's hidden action will not affect
peer A's search performance.

The bidirectional link AC in Figure 2 can be implemented by
the following method. For a peer P running MSSF mechanism,
it maintains two lists: a Primary Proxy List (PPList) and a
Secondary Proxy List (SPList). These lists are composed of IP
addresses of other peers that are defined as proxy peers by P
itself. Peer P can directly communicate with its proxy peers,
because it knows their IP addresses.

Since P2P networks are dynamic with peers joining and
leaving frequently, peers should make the proxy peers in
PPLists fresh. In MSSF mechanism, a peer P maintains its
PPList by periodically selecting a proxy peer Q and sending a
Ping_Proxy message to it. If Q does not respond, P will delete
Q from its PPList. If Q is alive, it will respond with a
Pong_Proxy message that contains a small number of IP
addresses selected from its own PPList. P will add these IP
addresses to its PPList or SPList with some probability. Hence,
peers are able to share proxy peers with each other. If P is not a
proxy peer of Q, Q will also add P to its PPList or SPList with
some probability. Here the role of the SPList is to temporarily
hold a large number of IP addresses of other peers, it is
unnecessary and costly to maintain it fresh. Here we use
Ping_Proxy and Pong_Proxy messages for distinguishing from
Ping and Pong messages that are already used in Gnutella vO.6
protocol [16].
When a new peer joins the system, it may not have any proxy

peers. Its first attempt to get some proxy peers is to send
Ping_Proxy messages to its neighbors. These neighbors will
respond with Pong_Proxy messages, which carry some IP
addresses of selected proxy peers. The new peer will add these
IP addresses to its PPList and SPList. Of course, the new peer
will be introduced to other peers by sending the Ping-Proxy
messages to those peers.
When a source peer X submits a query, it initiates a flood

with a small TTL and simultaneously sends query messages to
some of its proxy peers. When a proxy peer receives the query
message fromX, it initiates a small-scale flood on behalf ofXat
once. We let Nmf (Nmj. 1) denote the maximum number of
floods initiated for one query. Thus, besides the flood initiated
by itself, the source peer X requires other Nmf -1 live proxy
peers to initiate floods on behalf of it. In current MSSF
mechanism, all floods have the same number of TTL hops (the
TTL hops do not include the hop from the source peer to a
proxy peer). In addition, we let Nrd denote the number of results
desired, and Spp1 (Sppi.Nmjf- 1) denote the size of the PPList.

In selecting proxy peers for initiating floods, the source peer
should first select the ones from its PPList. Only after all the
peers in PPList have been selected can the source peer select
the ones from the SPList. The floods are classified into "live"
flood and "dead" flood. For the source peer, a "live" flood
means sending a query message to a live proxy peer, while a
"dead" flood means sending a query message to a proxy peer
that is no longer online. If a "dead" flood happens, the source



peer will select another proxy peer to initiate a "live" flood.
Hence, there are two conditions that will terminate a query. The
first one is that Nmf "live" floods have been initiated. The
second one is that all the proxy peers have been selected.

Because of the overhead of maintenance, the size of the
PPList must be relatively small. Given that there may be many
proxy peers, which ones should be inserted into the PPList? In
our design, we rank proxy peers based on a method called most
query results. The proxy peers that have returned the highest
number of results for the previous query will be added into the
PPList. Similarly, if a proxy peer in the PPList has returned few
results for the previous query, it will be deleted from the
PPList.

IV. SIMULATIONS

According to [ 17], Gnutella-like P2P systems tend to exhibit
power-law distribution. Therefore, we use BRITE [18]
topology generator to construct an overlay network where the
number of links to a peer follows the power-law distribution.
To simulate a dynamic network behavior, we let peers die
periodically. It is assumed that when a peer dies, another new
peer is born and the overlay topology changes. With this
scheme, we always keep 25,000 live peers. The average
out-degree ofthese peers is 6. During each run, 2,500 randomly
selected peers submit 50,000 queries, and the overlay topology
changes about 5,000 times.
We distribute 2,000 different objects ofvarying popularity in

the simulation. A zipfian distribution is used to model both the
replication distribution and the query distribution to achieve
similar results exhibited in [19]: The most popular 10% of
objects amount for 50% of the total number of stored objects
and account for over 50% of total queries. With our default
parameters, the most popular object is always stored in around
2.4% of the live peers.

In the simulation, we will examine the performance ofMSSF
with TTL=4. Also, we will examine the performance of
Gnutella flooding with TTL=6 as a comparison, which covers
about 90% of live peers. The quality of a search mechanism is
judged by the following metrics:

Search scope is defined as the number of peers that a query
has probed during the search process.

Traffic cost is defined as the number of query messages
produced by a query.

Success rate is defined as the ratio of successful queries to
total queries. In our simulation, a query for an object is
successful if it discovers at least Nrd results. In the simulation,
the default value ofNrd is 10.
Number of hits is defined as the size of the result set for a

query.
Optimization rate is defined as gain/penalty ratio, i.e., the

ratio of query traffic reduction to overhead traffic increment for
maintaining peers' PPLists.

A. Effectiveness ofMSSF Without Hidden Action
First we investigate the impact of the maximum number of

floods for each query on performance, where the value of Nmf
changes from 2 to 18. We also need to set value to S,pp. A small
PPList means that we can only select a small number of "very
good" proxy peers, and a large PPList means low update
frequency and high maintaining cost. Therefore, we set S.., to
Nmf l2. Figures 3 and 4 show the average search scope and
traffic cost respectively. In Figure 3 we see that the granularity
of search scope is small in MSSF. Increasing Nmf will not
significantly increase the number of peers visited. This is
different from Gnutella flooding. Figure 4 demonstrates that
the traffic cost of MSSF is lower than that of Gnutella. In
Gnutella flooding, an additional step could exponentially
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Fig. 3. Search Scope with Different Nm1.
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Fig. 4. Query Traffic with Different Nm1.

increase the number of query messages; in MSSF, the number
of query messages can increase near linearly when increasing
the value of Nm.f

Figure 5 and Figure 6 show that increasing Nmf can bring
more results and higher success rate. The sequence and parallel
policies return much fewer results than the sync policy and
Gnutella flooding. That is because they are adaptive



termination policies that can stop propagating query messages
when enough results have been received. However, they do not
have obvious reduction on success rate, as shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 5. Query Hits with Different Nm1.
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B. Effectiveness ofMSSF With Hidden Action
Figure 8 to Figure 10 are experimented where Nmf is 18 and

S.,1 is 9. Figure 8 depicts the search scope degradation with
increased peers with hidden action. MSSF outperforms when
peers with hidden action go from 10% to 50%. In Figure9, the
result of Query Hits is a little different in that MSSF
outperforms when peers with hidden action are more than IO%.
In Figure 10, MSSF also achieves better performance on

18

Fig. 6. Success Rate with Different Nm1.

When Nmf equals 18, MSSF mechanism can receive the
comparable success rate (the difference is below 2.5%) of
Gnutella flooding, while reducing the traffic cost by 22%
One of the key factors that affect the performance of MSSF

mechanism is the extra traffic cost incurred by peers sending
Ping_Proxy and Pong_Proxy messages. In the last set of
simulations, we examine the tradeoff between query cost and
maintenance overhead of peers' PPLists. We assume that each
peer issues 0.3 queries per minute, which is calculated from the
observation data shown in [20], i.e., 12,805 unique IP addresses
issued 1,146,782 queries in 5 hours. The results in Figure 7
show the usefulness of MSSF. Even checking proxy peers in
the PPList 60 times per minute, which is almost the worst case

in practice, the optimization rate of the sync, sequence, and
parallel policies (Nmf =18 and Spp, =9) are still 4.1. Thus, the
search improvement achieved by MSSF mechanism will not be
outweighed by the maintenance overhead of peers' PPLists.
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Fig. 8. Search Scope with Hidden Action.

Success Rate.
These three figures illustrate that system performance can be

significantly affected by peers with hidden action. When peers

with hidden action vary from 0 to 20%, Query Hits and Success
Rate degrade fast in Gnutella. MSSF performs much better
when peers with hidden action vary from 0 to 40%. However, if
peers with hidden action are more than 40%, then MSSF is also
ineffective.
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Fig. 9. Query Hits with Hidden Action.
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Fig. 10. Success Rate with Hidden Action.

V. CONCLUSIONs

In this work, we identify the problem of hidden-action in
unstructured peer-to-peer networks, and show that it is possible
to achieve acceptable performance under hidden-action by
appropriate search mechanism design. We conclude that
besides incentive based methods, improving currently
deployed search mechanism is another effective solution to
tackle the problem of hidden action.
We are planning to further our work in several aspects. First,

we plan to implement some state-of-art incentive mechanisms
are to compare these mechanisms with our system and to
analyze the advantages and disadvantages of both methods.
Second, we plan to give formal and theoretical description of
our method. We are planning to build mathematical model and
to analyze the strength and weakness of our method using the
model. Third, we plan to build a real system and try to find a

way to implement our search method and induce incentive
mechanism.
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